Specific Program Documentation

The CA software program(s) (“CA Software”) listed below is provided under the following terms and conditions in
addition to any terms and conditions referenced on the Order Form entered into by you and the CA entity (“CA”)
through which you obtained a license for the CA Software. These terms shall be effective from the effective date of
the Order Form.
1.

Program Name: CA Executive Insight for Service Assurance

2.

Specified Operating Environment
The CA Software's specifications and specified operating environment information may be found in
Documentation accompanying the CA Software, if available (e.g., a user manual, user guide, or readme.txt or
notice.txt file).

3.

Licensing Model
CA Executive Insight for Service Assurance is licensed by the number of Named Users.
“Named User" means a specific individual or device authorized or designated by Customer to use, or is managed
by, the CA Software as specified in the Documentation. A non-human operated device or process is counted as a
Named User if such device requires unique identification to the CA Software (i.e. its own access credentials).
Customer may install the product on a reasonable number of machines provided that Named Users only are
permitted to use the CA Software. Customer agrees to maintain accurate records of the number of Named Users,
including inactive Named Users. Once per year, Customer may designate Named User Licenses as “inactive”
without deletion of the names of the individuals or devices from the records of Named Users for audit purposes
only and allow use of the CA Software by additional Named Users subject to the Authorized Use Limitation.
Inactive Named Users shall not have access to, use of, or be managed by, the CA Software and shall not be
counted in calculating the number of Named Users.

4.

Third Party Terms
If the CA Software contains third-party software components, and the third-party licensor requires incorporation
of specific license terms and conditions for such software into this CA license, those third-party software
components and their specific terms and conditions, which are incorporated by this reference, are set forth in
the Third Party Terms document located at https://support.ca.com/prodinfo/tpterms.
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